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POINTS 2 LBS

STRESS FREE

EATING WITH

GREAT RESULTS



"LEARN HOW TO
USE CALORIES TO
GET IN SHAPE
WHILST STILL
HAVING FUN,
ENJOYING FOOD
AND MAKING
FRIENDS"
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THE PERFECT
BLEND BETWEEN A
CALORIE
CONTROLLED DIET
AND THE FREEDOM
OF A LIFESTYLE

Welcome to the start of your journey with Points 2 Pounds
Our aim is to help you find that perfect balance between getting great
results from a healthy diet whilst understanding how to make it fit
around your everyday life.

All we want from you at this stage is to throw yourself into the process,
follow the guidelines we put in place and try to come away from them
as little as possible (we get that life doesn't always go to plan).

Ready to get started?

Give this book a good read then fire any questions you may
have into the client page

The P2P Team

WELCOME
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WHAT IS
POINTS
2 LBS?
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STRESS FREE

EATING WITH

GREAT RESULTS

No matter how you package it up to lose weight you have to be
in a calorie deficit, which in simple terms means to put less food
in than your body requires to get through the day. By doing this
you then force the body to pull from energy reserves,
or what is better known as fat.

The problem with most diet classes out there is that they aren't
actually calorie controlled they just use ways and means that
might help you eat less. The problem is there is no way of
actually measuring it day to day as the foods/points/systems
don't actually track calories in any way.

What we have done with the Points 2 Pounds programme
is made a simple system whereby all foods are easily trackable
whilst keeping a close eye on the calories you are actually
putting into your body on a daily basis.

WHAT IS POINTS 2
POUNDS?

Every food available to you is easily converted into points using our simple
formula, then all you need to do is spend the points allowance given to you
by one of our P2P coaches.
It couldn't be more simple

So How does it work?



HOW
DOES IT
WORK?
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PICK A PROTEIN
1 chicken breast- 1.5 points

PICK ACARB
1 Wrap- 2 points

PICK YOUR VEG
Lettuce- 0 Points

PICK YOUR DAIRY/FAT
1 tbsp light mayo- 0.5 Points

Meal= 4 points or 400 calories

HOW DOES IT
WORK?

This makes planning and tracking your meals really
simple and adds little/no restriction to the foods that
you eat

What about eating on the go or using foods that
aren't in our lists?

Once your P2P coach has set you up with your points target for the
day its time to start looking how to spend them. For the example we
are using a person with 16.5 points available to them per day.

Towards the back of this booklet you have our meal building starter
pack where whave broken down lots of everyday foods down into
points for you to make the process nice and simple....you can then
simply build meals using the foods we have
done for you.
For example



If you are out and about or find something you really want to eat how can you
convert the food into points?

Well it couldn't be much simpler all it takes is a quick read of the packaging on the
back of whatever it is you are looking to add.

By looking at the calories in the food you can easily convert it into points...as you
can see above, per slice the food is 105 calories....100-124 calories is 1 point so it
falls into the 1 point category. So if you had 1 slice you would just log 1 point into
your food diary...simple.

Whereas per 100g (235kcal) it falls into the 2.5 point category.... its just making sure
you keep an eye on the serving suggestions etc when logging and eating foods
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Here we have made life easier for you for converting calories to points....just follow
the guidelines here for your conversions and you can go wrong:

0-24 calories- Depending on your targets will determine how strict you need to be
with anything in this category...just be mindful of eating too many in this range
as the calories do add up....although if its 0 then happy days

25-74 calories= 0.5 points

75-124 calories= 1 point

125-174 calories= 1.5 points

175-224 calories= 2 points

225-274 calories= 2.5 points

275- 324 calories= 3 points

325-374 calories= 3.5 points

375-424 calories= 4 points

425- 474 calories= 4.5 points

475- 524 calories= 5 points

525- 574 calories= 5.5 points

575- 624 calories= 6 points

625- 674 calories= 6.5 points

675- 724 calories= 7 points

725- 774 calories= 7.5 points

775- 824 calories= 8 points

825- 874 calories= 8.5 points

875- 924 calories= 9 points

925- 974 calories= 9.5 points

975- 1024 calories= 10 points

Easily Convert
Calories to Points and
Stay on Plan in All
Situations



LOGGING
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POINTS
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USE THE MYFITNESS
PAL APP TO
TRACK YOUR
POINTS , IT
COULDN'T BE
SIMPLER
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Go to the MyFitness Pal
app and type in Points 2
Pounds and all the point
options will come up.
Choose the amount you
wish to add

Your total points
should, by the end of
the day, match up to
your total calorie
allowance set by your
P2P coach
(2700kcal= 27 points)



Setting Your Points
Target In The App
SIMPLER
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Download and create
an account on

MyFitness Pal App

On the home screen
click the "More" Button

Then Click Goals

And then Calories,
Carbs, Proteins and

Fat Goals

Then set your calorie
target by adding 2
zeros to the points

target your coach set
you



OR GO FOR THE
OLD PAPER AND
PEN
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YOU CAN JUST SIMPLY LOG YOUR POINTS USING
OUR WEEKLY POINTS TRACKING SHEETS
AVAILABLE FROM THE P2P COACHES



MEASURING
PROGRESS
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At Points 2 Pounds we use a range of systems for measuring progress, the first
is our weekly tracker:

You will fill out the tracker weekly and bring it along to the Points 2 Pounds
meetings/send it over to your coach. The tracker focuses on 4 areas:

1. The Physical side of things (how your body feels)
2. The Mental (how you feel in yourself)
3. Performance- How you got on with your weekly targets
4. Results

This means we can really look into how and why you are or aren't progressing
and make more personalised changes in comparison to the only measure
being if you lost weight or not.
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When it comes to a healthier lifestyle results go way beyond weight loss, yes it
is a measure but it should be much lower down on your list of priorities when it
comes to what we focus on.

So what are the main things we should focus on?

How Do You Feel?
First and by far the most important is how do you feel, are you feeling good?
Positive? Are your clothes fitting better? Are you more energetic?

All these things are great signs of a healthier body and a healthier lifestyle and
we should 100% take this as a sign of progress

Yes there are times where we don't feel amazing but as long as in the majority
we feel better then thats awesome

Measurements
We encourage people to take measurements

1. Stand with your feet
together and belly exposed.
Take off your shoes and stand up
straight with your abdomen
relaxed. Slouching could throw
off the measurement. For more
accurate measurements, take
your shirt off or wear one that’s
skin-tight

2. Place a measuring tape
around your waist in line with
your navel. Use a flexible cloth
measuring tape. Place it against
your skin between your lowest
ribs and hip bones. It should be
roughly level with your belly
button. As you wrap the
measuring tape around your
waist, make sure to keep it
straight and parallel with the floor.

3. Measure your waist just after
exhaling. Breathe out normally,
but don’t suck in your stomach.
Make sure the measuring tape is
straight and without any kinks,
then note your waist
circumference
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PROTEIN TARGETS
Women need to have a minimum of 5 points from the
protein food list a day, men need 7 points per day

CONSIDERATIONS
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FRUIT & VEG
Aim to have a handful of fruit/veg with every meal

SOMETHING FOR THE WEEKEND
You can save up points for the weekend/social occasions
as long as you stick to these rules

KEEPING TRACK
Try to log foods as you go, if you look to log things at the
end of the day you will end up forgetting things leading to
you overeating and not getting the results

BORDERLINE FOODS
If you have a few foods bordering between two point
boundaries, log it as the higher option to ensure you aren't
overeating each day

TRACKING PROGRESS
Don't obsess with weight, it is only one of the signs of
progress, do your measurements, take photos, listen to how
you feel inside and out and if you are local to us come and
use our Evolt analysis machine

IF YOU DON'T KNOW....ASK
If you have any questions about anything nutrition/training
related pop it in the client page and we can help you as
best we can
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RESULTS.
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